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An Intelligent Agent Modeling Method for System Reliability from Perspectives of Failure Mechanisms - -1 - 168
Yaqiu Li, (China); Guangze Pan, (China); Qian Li, (China); Chunhui Wang, (China); Xiaobing Li, (China)

01C Safety & Risk Driven Design Optimization

1 Functional Safety Oriented Integrated Design for Avionics System Resources: Multilayer Weighted Network Model - 01C-1 - 126
Jiayun Chu, Beihang University, School of Reliability and Systems Engineering (China); Ting-di Zhao, (China); Jian Jiao, (China)

6 Reliability Engineering for High-Value Low-Volume Complex Equipment - 01C-2 - 184
Xiaoqiang Jin, Lam Research Corporation (United States); Lin Zhu, Lam Research Corporation (United States); Sassan Roham, Lam Research Corporation (United States); Christopher Burkhart, Lam Research Corporation (United States)

13 An Approach of Creating Component Design Specification for Safety-Related Software in Railway - 01C-3 - 51
Yin Chen, (Sweden); Sven Linder, Bombardier Transportation (Sweden); Jonas Wigstein, Bombardier Transportation (Sweden)

17 Linking Design Reviews with FMEA to Quickly Mitigate the Risk of Change - Design Review Based on Failure Modes - 01C-4 - 12
Bill Haughey, ReliaTrain (United States)

01D Digital System Dependability & Security

22 Hybrid attack and fault trees for early security and safety assessment of complex systems - 01D-1 - 75
Nikolaos Papakonstantinou, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland (Finland); Joonas Linnosmaa, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland (Finland); Jarmo Alanen, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland (Finland); Ahmed Bashir, Department of National Defence Canada (Canada); Bryan O'Halloran, Naval Postgraduate School (United States); Douglas Van Bossuyt, (United States)

29 A Novel Feature Selection Method for Software Fault Prediction Model - 01D-3 - 95
Can Cui, (China); Bin Liu, (China); Guoqi Li, (China)

35 A quantitative method for measuring hybrid uncertainty information in cyber physical systems - 01D-4 - 55
Lei Zhang, School of Reliability and Systems Engineering, Beihang University (China); Jianguo Zhang, Science and Technology on Reliability and Environment Engineering Laboratory (China)

01E Life Data Analysis & Reliability Prediction
Effect of Competing Failure Modes on the System Reliability Estimation - 01E-1 - 46
Kevin Lucan, University of Stuttgart (Germany); Martin Dazer, University of Stuttgart (Germany); Kim Hintz, (Germany); Bernd Bertsche, University of Stuttgart, Institute of Machine Components (Germany)

Better Confidence Limits for System Reliability - 01E-2 - 10
Wayne Nelson, Wayne Nelson Statistical Consulting (United States)

Reliability Assessment of Multi-State Systems By Multi-Sources of Imprecise Reliability Data - 01E-3 - 93
Tangfan Xiahou, (China); Boyuan Zhang, (China); Yu Liu, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (China)

Scatter Factor Analysis for Sample Fatigue Life Based on Three Parameters Birnbaum-Saunders Distribution - 01E-4 - 139
Ziguang Ji, (China)

02C Reliability Modeling in Application

Adapting FIDES for Reliability Predictions Aimed at Space Applications - 02C-1 - 163
Stephanie Bourbouse, Airbus Defence & Space (France); Michel GIRAudeau, NB6 (France); Hugues Briard, SERMA Technologies (France)

Reliability reporting and failure forecasting of consumable subsystems in a consumer-maintained product. - 02C-2 - 82
Ronald Markham, Amway (United States); Cathy Majestic, AMWAY (United States)

Beyond Miner’s Rule: Part II - Free Energy Damage Equivalence Applications - 02C-3 - 44
Alec Feinberg, DfRSoftware (United States)

Modeling and Performance Analysis of Micro-grid System under Cyber-Attacks - 02C-4 - 196
Chengwu Shao, (China); shouzhou liu, (China); Yanfu Li, ()

02D Failure Modes & Effects Analysis

Bill Haughey, ReliaTrain (United States)

Streamlined & Results Oriented Adaptation Of The DFMEA Process - 02D-2 - 249
Russell Watts, (United States)

Expeditious Component-Level FMECA Modeling for Design Optimization - 02D-3 - 154
Justin Brown, Raytheon/ Southern Methodist University (United States); Ian Campbell, Raytheon (United States)

02E Designing in Reliability

Incorporating Condition Monitoring into a Multi-Faceted Decision Environment - 02E-1 - 256
Scott Koshman, (Canada); Fae Azhari, (Canada)
Integrating Design for Reliability (DfR) into the Project Management Processes - 02E-2 - 253
*Yangyang Yu, General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) (United States); T.Jason Dukes, GA-ASI (United States); Blair Schmidt, General Atomics - ASI (United States)*

A Model for Evaluating Qualitative Risk Assessment and Human Reliability Data - 02E-3 - 201
*JD Solomon, Jacobs (United States)*

Improved Implementation of DfR Through Phase Gates - 02E-4 - 238
*Adam Bahret, Apex Ridge Reliability (United States)*

03D Economic Models, Warranty Data Analysis and Management

Heading to Models of Failure Rate Evolution, with Respect to Environmental and Usage Conditions in Time - 03D-1 - 61
*Marcel Chevalier, Schneider Electric (France)*

Evaluation of the robustness of statistical software for Warranty Analysis - 03D-2 - 26
*Rose Ray, Exponent Inc. (United States); Ke Zhao, Exponent Inc. (United States); Vijay Seraf, Exponent Inc (United States); Paul Taylor, Exponent Inc. (United States)*

Managing Value Added Complexity to optimize Reliability of Product Configuration Offerings - 03D-3 - 189
*Mathew Thomas, CNH Industrial (United States)*

Risk Evaluation and Management of Mobile X-ray Devices - 03D-4 - 65
*ERDEM YANAR, ASELSAN INC (Turkey); Numan Kemal SAYDAM, ASELSAN INC (Turkey)*

03E Applications of PHM in Maintenance Planning

Using Artificial Intelligence for Block Maintenance of Pavement Segments with Similar Profile - 03E-1 - 192
*Soumaya Yacout, École Polytechnique of Montreal (Canada)*

Maintenance Effectiveness Estimation from Observable Covariate Data with Applications to Railway Industry - 03E-2 - 68
*Vladimir Babishin, Ryerson University (Canada); Sharareh Taghipour, Ryerson University (Canada)*

Risk-Based Maintenance Methodology Applying IoT to Electrical Facilities - 03E-3 - 89
*Ryuichi Sekita, Fukuyama University (Japan)*

Optimization of Multi-Level Inspection Strategy for Multi-State Systems - 03E-4 - 140
*Bo Yuan Zhang, (China); Yu Liu, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (China); Tangfan Xiahou, (China)*

05C R&M Business Process Improvement

A Business Analytics Framework for Structuring 3D Printing Deployment Decisions - 05C-1 - 194
*Ericson Davis, LMI (United States); Jeremy Eckhouse, Rand Corporation (United States); David Peterson, (United States); Vitali Volovoi, Consultant (United States)*
05C A Risk-Informed Approach to Reliability Requirements Tailoring - 05C-2 - 42
John Klohoker, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), California Institute of Technology (United States)

05C Optimizing EAM & APM Supported by ISO 55001 Implementation - 05C-3 - 107
Deplian Maherdianta, Pupuk Kalimantan Timur (Indonesia); Ericsson Ramadhan, Pupuk Kalimantan Timur (Indonesia); Ghafar Aditya Edwantiar, Pupuk Kalimantan Timur (Indonesia)

05C Using NHPP to evaluate Quality Management System reliability growth - 05C-4 - 191
Elinaldo Araujo, Embraco (Brazil)

05D Advanced Accelerated Life Test Techniques

05D Evaluation Method for Accelerated Degradation Testing Considering Uncertainty of Failure Threshold - 05D-2 - 225
Tianji Zou, Technology and Engineering Centre for Space Utilization & University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences (China)

05D Reliability Evaluation under Accelerated Degradation Testing with Recovery Capability Considered - 05D-4 - 212
Qingpei Hu, Chinese Academy of Sciences (China)

05E Reliability Modeling in Theory

05E A new metric for structural reliability considering aleatory and epistemic uncertainty - 05E-1 - 56
Lei Zhang, School of Reliability and Systems Engineering, Beihang University (China); Jianguo Zhang, Science and Technology on Reliability and Environment Engineering Laboratory (China)

05E Declaration of inter-functional protocol for FRAM - 05E-2 - 62
Miha Mraz, Faculty of Computer and Information science, University of Ljubljana (Slovenia); Miha Moškon, (Slovenia); Matic Tkalec, (Slovenia); Nikolaj Zimic, (Slovenia)

05E Multi-function System Reliability - 05E-3 - 209
Jiliang Zhang, Apple Inc. (United States)

05E PDEL: A new language aimed to overcome regular restrictions in RAMS modeling and forecasting. - 05E-4 - 200
JORGE GRANADA, personal (Colombia)

06C Maintenance Methodology

06C Structured Maintenance Policies for Multi-level Preventive Maintenance with Complex Effects - 06C-2 - 85
Yue Shi, Lamar University (United States); Yisha Xiang, Lamar University (United States); Tongdan Jin, Texas State University (United States)

06C Maintenance Decision Method in the Middle Life of Power Generation Operation Period - 06C-3 - 166
Herry Nugraha, PT PLN (Persero) (Indonesia); Ali Yusni, PT Dirgantara Indonesia (Indonesia); Bagus Setiawan Iskandar, PT PLN (Persero) (Indonesia)
229 Maintenance decision model of coal handling systems on the operation of Low Rank Coal Fired Steam Power Plant - 06C-4 - 187

*Miftahul Jannah, PT PJB (Indonesia); Herry Nugraha, PT PLN (Persero) (Indonesia)*

**06D Management Practices for Maintenance and Logistics**

236 Energy-efficient optimization of flexible job shop scheduling and preventive maintenance - 06D-1 - 193

*Nasim Mirahmadi, Ryerson University (Canada); Sharareh Taghipour, Ryerson University (Canada)*

243 A METHODOLOGY FOR AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY, AVAILABILITY, AND COST MANAGEMENT - 06D-2 - 230

*David Jackson, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (United States); Ryann Ocampo, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Specialty Engineering (United States)*

249 Reliability and Parts Management Programs in the Second Machine Age - 06D-3 - 180

*Antonio Scappaticci, Acquisition Logistics Engineering (United States); Steve Rogers, Acquisition Logistics Engineering (United States); Stephen Brunner, Acquisition Logistics Engineering (United States); Elizabeth Schwartz, Acquisition Logistics Engineering (United States)*

692 Diagnostics Model Enhanced Maintenance - 06D-4 - 103

*Raymond Beshears, Raytheon (United States)*

**06E Life Data Analysis & Optimization**

255 Weibull Analysis and Zero-time failures. What are your data analysis options? - 06E-1 - 50

*Andre Kleyner, Aptiv (United States); David Elmore, Aptiv (United States)*

262 First and Beyond First Time Field Failure Analysis for Effective Reliability & Service Planning - 06E-2 - 175

*Sarath Jayatilleka, DaikinApplied Americas (United States)*

268 Estimation of Component Failure Rates based on Survival Data for Assemblies - 06E-3 - 96

*Andreas Joanni, Siemens AG (Germany)*

272 A Robust Tool for Estimating Field Reliability Using Aggregate Failure Time Data - 06E-4 - 54

*Samira Karimi, University of Arkansas (United States); Haitao Liao, University of Arkansas (United States); Ed Pohl, University of Arkansas (United States)*

**07D Targeted Accelerated Life Test Applications**

278 Statistical Design and Analysis of Fatigue Tests - 07D-1 - 186

*Ke Zhao, Exponent Inc. (United States); Duane Steffey, Exponent Inc. (United States)*

285 Accelerated Life Test Model by Time-Varying Dependence for Rotary Lip Seals - 07D-2 - 211

*Chao Zhang, Beihang University (China); Lingfeng Pan, (China); Shaoping Wang, (China); Di Liu, (China); Mileta M. Tomovic, Old Dominion University (United States)*

292 ALT Model Development and Implementation for High Pressure Rotary Valves - 07D-3 - 80

*Kurt Banker, Waters Corporation (United States)*
Reliability Test Setup for Liquid Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors - 07D-4 - 261
Xuechao Wang, Rockwell Automation (United States); Rangarajan Tallam, Rockwell Automation (United States); Garron Morris, Rockwell Automation (United States); Anshul Shrivastava, Milwaukee Tool (United States)

07E Physical Reliability Models

Incorporating Reliability into a Set-Based Design Tradespace Tool for Early Design Analysis - 07E-1 - 232
Randy Buchanan, (United States); Christina Rinaudo, US Army Corps of Engineers - Engineer Research and Development Center (United States); Willie Brown, USACE - ERDC (United States); Geetha Chary, AMSAA (United States); David Mortin, AMSAA (United States)

Reliability Assessment of Corroded metals under Axial Tensile Loading using Damage Tolerance Analysis - 07E-2 - 155
Kabwe Mulenga, City University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong SAR); Chun-Qing Li, https://www.rmit.edu.au/ (Australia); Min Xie, City University of Hong Kong (China)

Living System Negative Entropy Reliability, Old Trees and a Fifth Law for Thermodynamics on Negative Entropy - 07E-3 - 35
Alec Feinberg, DfRSoftware (United States)

Oceanic Surface Environmental Severity - 07E-4 - 114
Andrew Todd, Raytheon (United States); Dustin Aldridge, Raytheon (United States)

08C Fault Tree Analysis

Competing Failure Analysis in Sequence-Dependent Systems - 08C-1 - 220
YUJIE WANG, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (China); Liudong Xing, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth (United States); Lavanya Mandava, UMass Dartmouth (United States)

Fault-Tree Based Prevention Analysis of Cyber Attack Scenarios in a Nuclear Power Plant - 08C-2 - 152
Vaibhav Yadav, Idaho National Laboratory (United States); Robert W Youngblood, Idaho National Laboratory (United States); Katya L Le Blanc, Idaho National Laboratory (United States); Jeremy Perschon, Idaho State University (United States); Ryan Pitcher, Idaho State University (United States)

A Model-Based Framework for Analyzing the Safety of System Architectures - 08C-3 - 176
Panagiotis Manolios, Northeastern University (United States); Kit Siu, GE Global Research (United States); Michael Noorman, (United States); Hongwei Liao, (United States)

Satellite Failure Estimation vs. Reliability Prediction Analysis - 08C-4 - 127
SEDA GURES, FNSS Defence Systems Inc. (Turkey)

08D PHM & Remaining Life Prediction

RUL prediction of engineered systems leveraging condition monitoring signals: a deep learning perspective - 08D-1 - 120
chenggeng huang, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (China); Xiang-Yu Li,
A Response Surface Methodology Considering Uncertainty in Simulation-Based Storage Performance Prediction - 08D-2 - 138
Ying Ding, (China)

Predicting Remaining Useful Life Based on Instance-based Learning - 08D-3 - 190
Ameneh Forouzandeh Shahraki, NDSU (United States); Arighna Roy, (United States); Om Prakash Yadav, North Dakota State University (United States); Ajay Pal Singh Rathore, Malaviya National Institute of Technology Jaipur (India)

An Overview of Deep Learning in Prognostics and Health Management - 08D-4 - 117
Liangwei Zhang, Dongguan University of Technology (China); Jing Lin, Luleå University of Technology (Sweden); Bin Liu, (Canada); Zhicong Zhang, Dongguan University of Technology (China); Uday Kumar, (Sweden)

08E Reliability Driven Design Optimization

Design optimization through blended Reliability, Six Sigma and Analytics tools - 08E-1 - 159
Ranjeet Patil, (India); Balaji Thiagarajan, (India)

Reducing product time to market based on shorting the design cycle - 08E-2 - 233
Israel Weinstock, Elbit, Elisra EW and Sigint (Israel); Yizhak Bot, BQR (Israel); Uri Tolchin, Elisra EW and Sigint (Israel)

Reliability Evaluation for the C4ISR Communication System via Propagation Model - 08E-3 - 217
Xiang Li, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (China); Hongzhong Huang, (China); Xiang-Yu Li, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (China); Cheng-Geng Huang, Institute of Reliability Engineering, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (China)

Optimal One-Dimensional Free-Replacement Warranty Period for AGM Batteries - 08E-4 - 264
Wilkistar Otieno, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (United States); Jennifer Garantiva, (United States); Phillip LaCasse, (United States)

09C PHM for Electrical Systems

A spatio-temporal modeling approach for battery pack capacity prognostics - 09C-1 - 79
Jian Guo, Lam Research (United States); Zhaojun Li, Western New England University (United States)

CBM: A Tool for Increasing Reliability Through Digital Monitoring - 09C-2 - 179
Stephen Brunner, Acquisition Logistics Engineering (United States)

State of health estimation with an improved Gaussian process regression - 09C-3 - 118
Zengkai Wang, Beihang University (China); Shengkui Zeng, Beihang University (China); Jianbin Guo, (China)
390  Data-driven Prognostic Model of Li-ion Battery with Deep Learning Algorithm - 09C-4 - 86
Phattara Khumprom, North Dakota State University (United States); Nita Yodo, North Dakota State University (United States)

09D Applied Maintenance Models

396  Maintenance modelling of complex automated guided vehicle systems - 09D-1 - 129
Sarah Dunnett, Loughborough University (United Kingdom); Rundong Yan, (United Kingdom); Lisa Jackson, Loughborough University (United Kingdom)

402  Condition-based preventive maintenance optimization approach for multiple industrial robotics with stochastic - 09D-3 - 47
Haochen Wang, Beihang University (China); Dezhen Yang, (China); BEIHANG uNIVERSITY, Beihang University (China); Ziguang Ji, (China)

713  Laptops in Space: A Sparing Analysis Case Study for Personal Computers Used in Deep Space Exploration - 09D-4 - 178
Nicholas Meyer, NASA (United States); Jacob Wologo, NASA (United States)

09E R&M Applications in Aerospace

408  A Mobile Decision Support System for Aircraft Dispatch - 09E-1 - 69
Hemmo Koornneef, Delft University of Technology (Netherlands); Wim Verhagen, Delft University of Technology (Netherlands); Ricky Curran, Delft University of Technology (Netherlands)

415  Impact of Satellite Reliability and Global Data Traffic on the Profitability of Communication Constellations - 09E-2 - 108
Kai Höfner, Technische Universität Braunschweig, Institute of Space Systems (Germany); Andreas Vahl, SAREL Consult GmbH (Germany); Enrico Stoll, Technische Universität Braunschweig, Institute of Space Systems (Germany)

421  The Army uses R&M Techniques to Develop Novel Flash Requirement for the M62A1 Tracer Munition - 09E-3 - 235
Christopher Drake, US ARMY ARDEC (United States)

741  Overview of State of Art in Prognostics and Health Management System for Landing Gear Maintenance - 09E-4 - 239
Syed Haider, United Technologies Aerospace Systems (Canada)

11C Reliability Modeling in Management

433  Utilization of Data and Models for Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) Semiconductor Reliability Assessment - 11C-1 - 158
Edmond Elburn, CALCE (United States); Bhanu Sood, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (United States); Diganta Das, University of Maryland (United States); Michael Pecht, Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering (United States)
Model-Based Reliability Requirements Engineering for Complex Systems - 11C-2 - 208
Justin Brown, Raytheon/ Southern Methodist University (United States)

Early assessment of drone fleet Defence in Depth capabilities for mission success - 11C-3 - 76
Nikolaos Papakonstantinou, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland (Finland); Ahmed Bashir, Department of National Defence Canada (Canada); Bryan O'Halloran, Naval Postgraduate School (United States); Douglas Van Bossuyt, (United States)

An approach to reliability assessment of complex systems at CERN - 11C-4 - 73
Miriam Blumenschein, CERN (Switzerland); Jelena Spasic, CERN (Switzerland); Jens Steckert, CERN (Switzerland); Jan Uythoven, CERN (Switzerland)

11D Risk Analysis and Management

Resilience Assessment of Repair Strategies against Localized Attacks for Infrastructure Protection - 11D-1 - 104
Tanzina Afrin, North Dakota State University (United States); Nita Yodo, North Dakota State University (United States); Phattara Khumprom, North Dakota State University (United States)

Ersin Hasan Dogrugucan, ASELSAN INC. (Turkey); Ílker Üstoğlu, Yildiz Technical University (Turkey)

Applied Risk Management in Electric Power Plant Decision Making - 11D-3 - 246
Jeff Riley, EPRI (United States); John Weglian, EPRI (United States)

A Risk Informed Application for Nuclear Safety Related Instrumentation and Control Systems - 11D-4 - 66
Ming Li, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (United States)

11E R&M Applications in Defense

Comprehensive Methods for Determining ESS Vibration Precipitation Efficiency - 11E-1 - 8
Dustin Aldridge, Raytheon (United States); STAN CZERNIEL, RAYTHEON (United States)

Motivating the PM: A Quantifiable Reliability Case Approach - 11E-2 - 31
Jason Cook, U.S. Army ARDEC-QE & SA (United States); Shawn Brady, (United States); Andrew Thompson, US Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity (AMSAA) (United States)

Strength of Screen Evaluation for Dormant-Storage Multi-Shot Devices - 11E-3 - 9
Stephen Crowder, Sandia National Laboratories (United States); Elmer Collins, Sandia National Laboratories (United States)

Determination of Reliability and Degradation of Electronic Components Via Electromagnetic Emissions Analysis - 11E-4 - 248
Adam Brant, Nokomis Inc (United States)

12D Availability
504 System of Systems Architecture Modeling and Mission Reliability Analysis Based on DoDAF and Petri Net - 12D-1 - 197
   Zhiwei Chen, Beihang University (China); Ting-di Zhao, (China); Jian Jiao, (China); Yaqiu Li, (China)

510 Bayesian Integrated Global Uncertainty & Sensitivity Analysis of system’s availability - 12D-2 - 74
   Pawel Stano, ABB Corporate Research Center (Poland); Michal Spirzewski, National Centre for Nuclear Research (Poland)

517 Availability Analyses of Maintained Systems with Confidence Intervals - 12D-3 - 116
   Frank Müller, Institute of Machine Components, University of Stuttgart (Germany); Bernd Bertsche, University of Stuttgart, Institute of Machine Components (Germany)

524 Availability modeling and analysis of fleet aircrafts basing on inventory network of transshipment policies - 12D-4 - 41
   XinBo Zhang, (China); Wang Naichao, (China); Xiao Boping, (China); Lin Ma, Beihang University (China)

12E Real World Application of Reliability Growth Analysis

531 Bayesian Approach for Design for Reliability - 12E-1 - 16
   Eduardo Cota, Raytheon (United States); Shawn Newell, (United States)

536 Field Reliability Analysis Dashboard - an Effective Tool to Evaluate LED Projector Reliability - 12E-2 - 171
   Elena Gorcea, Christie (Canada); Monika Wieder, Christie (Canada)

543 Organizational Productivity Measurement Method Applied on Electric Utility Company - 12E-3 - 153
   Bagus Setiawan Iskandar, PT PLN (Persero) (Indonesia); Herry Nugraha, PT PLN (Persero) (Indonesia); Dessy Widi, PT PLN (Persero) (Indonesia)

549 Analyzing Field Failure Data of Complex Repairable Systems for Failure Predictions - 12E-4 - 70
   Özlem Yılmaz, Aselsan Electronics Industry and Trade, Inc. (Turkey)

13C Accelerated Life Test Planning & Optimization

554 A Methodology for Consideration of Uncertainty in Lifetime-Design of Experiments - 13C-1 - 7
   Alexander Kremer, Institute of Machine Components, University of Stuttgart (Germany); Bernd Bertsche, University of Stuttgart, Institute of Machine Components (Germany)

560 Optimal Planning and Inference for Sequential Accelerated Life Testing with Two or More Experimental Factors - 13C-2 - 161
   Arun Bala Subramaniyan, (United States); Rong Pan, Arizona State University (United States); Wendai Wang, Lumentum (United States)

566 Robust Design for Accelerated Life Tests: Weighted Clustering Approach - 13C-3 - 224
   Kangwon Seo, University of Missouri (United States)

570 System Global Acceleration Factor and Life Test Design Considering Stress Non-homogeneity across Components - 13C-4 - 99
   Feng-Bin Sun, Tesla Inc. (United States)
13D System Safety Analysis

575 System-Safety in the application of adaptive load-bearing structures - 13D-1 - 130
Andreas Ostertag, University of Stuttgart, Institute of Machine Components (Germany); Traian-Nicu Toader, Institute for Lightweight Structures and Conceptual Design, University of Stuttgart (Germany); Bernd Bertsche, University of Stuttgart, Institute of Machine Components (Germany); Werner Sobek, Institute for Lightweight Structures and Conceptual Design, University of Stuttgart (Germany)

581 Mixed-Degradation Profiles Assessment of Critical Components in Cyber-Physical Systems - 13D-2 - 84
Alex Davila Frias, North Dakota State University (United States); Nita Yodo, North Dakota State University (United States); Om Prakash Yadav, North Dakota State University (United States)

587 Safety Simulation and Analysis for Complex Systems Concurrency Based on Petri Net and Stateflow Model - 13D-3 - 149
Jie Dong, Beihang University, School of Reliability and Systems Engineering (China); Jian Jiao, (China); Hongqing Xia, (China); Jiayun Chu, Beihang University, School of Reliability and Systems Engineering (China)

13E Reliability Growth Analysis

594 Reliability Growth Projections Based on Data from Multiple Data Sources and Environments - 13E-1 - 205
Larry Crow, Crow Reliability Resources, Inc. (United States)

601 A Nonparametric Degradation-Based Method for Modeling Reliability Growth - 13E-2 - 81
Cesar Ruiz Torres, University of Arkansas (United States); Haitao Liao, University of Arkansas (United States); Ed Pohl, University of Arkansas (United States)

607 Optimal reliability growth program for repairable and warranted products - 13E-3 - 72
Yukun Wang, Tianjin Chengjian University (China); Yiliu Liu, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Norway)

426 A Phase Dependent Reliability Model of a Stationary Plasma Thruster Propulsion System - 13E-4 - 29
Wei Huang, Space Systems/Loral, LLC (United States)

14C Accelerated Life Test from Factory to the Field

613 Cost- and time-effective planning of accelerated reliability demonstration tests - 14C-1 - 236
Thomas Herzig, Institute of Machine Components (IMA) (Germany); Martin Dazer, University of Stuttgart (Germany); Bernd Bertsche, University of Stuttgart, Institute of Machine Components (Germany); Alexander Grundler, Institute of Machine Components (IMA) (Germany)

619 Replication of Field Scenario in Reliability Testing - 14C-2 - 135
Narasimman Sunderajan, HCL Technologies Ltd (India); Kulotunghan Ramar, HCL Technologies Ltd (India)

624 Combined Testing and Validation Strategy for the new LHC BLM Processing Module - 14C-3 - 132
Volker Schramm, CERN (Switzerland); Mathieu Saccani, CERN (Switzerland); William Viganò, CERN (Switzerland); Bernd Bertsche, University of Stuttgart, Institute of Machine Components (Germany)
Destructive Degradation Testing of Batteries for Army Fuzing Applications - 14C-4 - 237
Melissa Jablonski, US Army ARDEC (United States); Kevin Singer, US Army, ARDEC (United States); Charles McMullan, (United States); Giuseppe Di Benedetto, US Army ARDEC (United States); Richard Dratler, US Army ARDEC (United States)

14D R&M Applications in Process Improvement

Strategies for Testing and Assessing Population Reliability for Nonhomogeneous Populations of One Shot Devices - 14D-1 - 228
Kevin Singer, US Army, ARDEC (United States)

Jeffery Nunes, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (United States); Chester Everline, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (United States); Todd Paulos, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (United States); Anthony DiVenti, NASA (United States)

A Numerical Simulation Method for Ploughing Effect of Three-body Abrasion - 14D-3 - 71
Yueheng Song, School of Reliability and System Engineering, Beihang University (China); Shengkui Zeng, Beihang University (China); Jiming Ma, (China); Bohong Cao, sino-french engineering school (China)

Challenges and Best Practices in Mixed Flow Gas Corrosion Testing of Electronics - 14D-4 - 215
Garron Morris, Rockwell Automation (United States); Christopher Genthe, Rockwell Automation (United States); Richard Lukaszewski, (United States)

14E Prognostics & Health Management

Comparison of Model-Based Diagnosis Methods: Testability Modeling & Rodon - 14E-1 - 83
JUNYOU SHI, (China); CHUXUAN FAN, (China)

Design of the detection probe based on ACFM - 14E-2 - 88
Jianyu Li, (China); Laibin Zhang, China University of Petroleum-Beijing (China); Wenpei ZHENG, China University of Petroleum-Beijing (China); Yijing Feng, China University of Petroleum-Beijing (China)

A Failure Isolation Algorithm for Liquid Engine Health Management System - 14E-3 - 37
Zhao Feng Huang, Aerojet Rocketdyne (United States); Robert Aguilar, Aerojet Rocketdyne (United States)

A fusion diagnosis method using multi-sourced monitoring data for rotating machinery fault - 14E-4 - 78
Zhuang Yuan, College of Safety and Ocean Engineering. China University of Petroleum-Beijing (China); Laibin Zhang, (China); Lixiang Duan, (China)

Additional Papers

Experiments Comparing the Efficacy of HALT vs. Traditional Stress Testing - 5D-1 - 263
Yuichi Aoki, Neill Doertenbach, Takuya Hirata, Raphael Pihet, ESPEC Corporation

An Intelligent Agent Modeling Method for System Reliability from Perspectives of Failure Mechanisms - 7E-2-168
Yaqiu Li, Guangze Pan, Qian Li, Chunhui Wang, Xiaobing Li, China Electronic Product Reliability and Environmental Testing Research Institute